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The analyst and/or his relatives do not possess shares of the analysed company or related derivatives. Target price assumes a 24-month investment horizon.  
The current research report fulfills the standards of the Hellenic Association of Stockmarket Analysts (HACSA, member of EFFAS, the European Federation of Financial Analysts Societies, and 
member of ACIIA, the Association of Certified International Investment Analysts ). 
Important Note: Disclaimers, Statements & Defiitions, that constitute an integral part of this research report, are depicted on the last page. 

 RECOMMENDATION:      BUY                                                                                                                                       TARGET PRICE , in EUROs:  8.30 

Birth of recovery after nine painful months  

 

Recent company nine-month results (9M2006) had shown a steady profit growth, accompanied by accelerating 
EBITDA growth on a quarterly base. This is mainly due to the solid recovery of the computer market, to successful 
positioning of the company in the e-sales market, and to a lesser extent due to the increase of market share in the 
mobile phone sector. Plaisio overall pricing is still suffering from internet-sales competition, but the company keeps 
a significant position (15% market share**) in the growing (80% p.a.**) Internet sale sector. Whereas we expect 
internet-sales growth to keep on trimming part of Plaisio’s traditional customer base, the company’s multichannel 
model started to materialize, leading to a solid sales growth. We expect Plaisio Sales to increase by 19% and Net 
Income by 18%(*). We lower target price from 10.90 Euros (date of previous analysis: 18/10/2005) to 8.30 
Euros, but we maintained our recommendation (BUY). 
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Disclaimers, Statements & Definitions                                  
 
Separation of Facts from Estimations 
We separate facts from (a) based on facts estimations and (b) unconfirmed publications-estimations. Based on facts estimations are followed by an asterisk (*)  while 
unconfirmed publications-estimations are followed by two asterisks (**). 
The current analysis in this form (full and final one) has not been notified to anybody before it became published. In any case, target price has not been revealed to 
customers, members of the BOD, managers or employees of PENTEDEKAS Securities or to managers of the analysed company. 
 
Soundness of estimations 
The analyst keeps, in an electronic form, files that prove the mathematical soundness of his estimations about company’s fair price (target price), for future use/confirmation 
from supervisory authorities. 
 
Recommendation 
Recommendations relate to the degree of relation between share-price to fair price, as defined by the used method of valuation. 

Recommendation rating by 
Pentedekas Securities 

Expected Target-Price in a 24-month investment horizon,  
assuming  stable  Athens Stock Exchange General Index  

BUY At least 20% higher than current price level 
ACCUMULATE 10% up to 20% higher than current price level 
HOLD 10% lower up to 10% higher than current price level 
REDUCE 10% up to 20% lower than current price level 
SELL At least 20% lower than current price level 

 
Risks 
Investments in shares of the examined company entail risks that relate a. With buying and trading shares, including low share marketability, systematic risks (equity 
BETA>1) non systematic risks, β. Other risks including company/sector/management risks (high degree of dependence to large customers & orders, dependence to 
domestic sales, dependence from commercial contracts ), exchange risks etc. that affect company size and consequently they affect company share price. 
In any case, Pentedekas Securities intends current analysis for the exclusive use by professional Investment advisors or Asset managers, who utilize it by examining their 
customers’ (legal or physical entities’) investment profile  or/and investment horizon (that only by chance can be the same to that of the analysis) or/and his investments to 
other marketable securities (shares, bonds or others) , always according to the principles of portfolio diversification. Pentedekas Securities can alter its estimations, based on 
new information, at any time without prior warning  Pentedekas Securities can not guarantee any return at any title at any investment horizon and for anybody that makes 
use of the informations and/or expectations included in the current report.. 
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